
Minutes SFFC Board Meeting May 13, 2019     
          

DRAFT--- TO BE APPROVED AT JUNE MEETING 

Meeting commenced at 7:10 pm 

Attending: Barrie Keefe, Ian Bush, Kai Dowling, Kieth Bandy, Miko Ross, Tine Lathouwers, 
Chad Hoskins, Omar Ahmed, Jag Phagura, Kerry Delaney, Jedi Gordon 
Regrets: Matt Carr, Carmen Firmani 
 
1. MOTION: to approve agenda:  Approved unanimously 
2. MOTION to approve minutes  
 
3. President’s Report 
Presentation on the outcome of the April LISA board meeting.  At this meeting the Presidents  
presented the requirement that the LISA board under the requirements of the Societies Act 
must be populated by representatives from each of the clubs.  Hopefully the board will be able 
to retain some current members as it becomes reconstituted and transitions to a primarily 
administrative rather than an operational organization. 
 
CSA and BCSA are endorsing the concept of associate soccer academies but the academies 
would have to meet the same requirements as new clubs.  This requires signing up 250 “new” 
players which are players who have not been previously registered with BC soccer. 
 
Pacific FC needs to have an academy to meet requirements of Canada Soccer so they 
planned to collaborate with the Wave team, giving them an additional practice per week which 
also solves a problem wherein HPL needed to have 3 practices a week to meet their 
association requirements.  This appears to be going forward but there is still time for feedback 
on the proposed arrangement. 
 
4. Treasurer’s report 
 
Committee Reports: 
 
5. Operations and Equipment (Jag Phagura) 
 Lambrick goals need to be moved off the pitch and tied up.   
 
 Uniforms for 2019-2020.  400 Timbit and a bunch of BMO uniforms are in.  One more 
order for the other uniforms has to come in and then we are ready to go.   400 Timbits balls 
came in as well.   

Delco cleaning has decided not to provide service any more.  We seek an alternative. 
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Proposal to have the turf repair people come over in July to help fill the sinkhole in the 
west corner.    
 
6. Seniors committee (Ian Bush) 
 Premier women won the league.  Congratulations for that.  Other senior steams did 
well.  Two women’s team made it to provincials. Power 7’s added another Sunday “fun” day 
with relaxed rules.  Power 7’s did a partnership with the Highlanders. 
 
7. Technical Committee (Keith Bandy/Miko Ross) 
Volunteer found to coordinate the Highlanders kids group for the walking up and ball boys. 
This partnership is working well so far.  Still have some seasons passes for kids over 12 to 
hand out. 
We still do not have a Youth or mini coordinator. Will need one before the start of the next 
term. 
8. Other Business   
 Preparation for annual general meeting 
One	year	left	on	term:	 End	of	term:	
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9. MOTION to adjourn 


